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Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
The following sample code is NOT providing the desired results.
The Digital Developer needs to add an entry to the logs to
debug the problem.
Which statement correctly adds a log entry?
A. Logger.getErrorLog().log('Unable to find Apple Pay payment
instrument for order.'+paymentInstruments);
B. Logger.exception('Unable to find Apple Pay payment
instrument for order.'+paymentInstruments);
C. Logger.error('Unable to find Apple Pay payment instrument
for order.'+paymentInstruments);
D. Logger.fault('Unable to find Apple Pay payment instrument
for order.'+paymentInstruments);
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
In a two-sided hypothesis test for a population mean, which of
the following statements provides sufficient evidence to reject
the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level?
A. The 95% range around the historical population mean does not
include the sample mean.
B. The sample size is large.
C. The 95% range around the historical population mean includes
the sample mean.
D. The one-sided p-value is 0.035.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which state is the optimal health state for an APIC cluster?
A. Fully-fit
B. In service
C. In-sync
D. Fully sync'd
Answer: A
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